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The paper discusses applications of cluster analysis methods in the process of regression model 
building. There are four fields of possible aplications of cluster analysis: division of a heterogeneous 
set of observations into homogeneous subsets, selection of a suitable set of explanatory variables, 
construction of synthetic variables, and similarity analysis of different regressions. The review and 
discussion of results in this subject, recently published in Polish, has been presented. 

1. Introduction 

Cluster analysis as a science of quantitative methods of homogeneous group 
formation, can be easily and fruitfuly applied to the regression modelling 
process. At the first stage of regression model building, especially in so
cio-economic research, we have to define the aim and the scope of empirical 
investigations. The exact definition of the aim implies a concrete class of the 
model. The definition of the scope has a triple character. First, it is a definition of 
essential or substantial, second - spatial and third - temporal scopes of 
empirical investigations. The definition of the scope of investigation involves 
many problems to be solved by statisticians. 

The essential scope of the definiton of regression modelling depends on the 
specification of endogenous and exogenous variables. The specification of the 
variables can be based on an adequate theory. On the other hand, there are some 
formal requirements with regard to variables. The variable selection problem is 
widely discussed in statistics and econometrics, see [4] or [9] . Among many 
formal methods which have been proposed there exists an extensive group of 
cluster analysis methods. The problem of variable selection is one of the fields 
where the cluster analysis methods and regression modelling meet. 
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Another problem is the construction of a model for some aggregates of 
variables. One possible approach to the problem is to build some models for 
synthetic variables, see [17]. The creation 9f a synthetic variable is based on an 
application of cluster analysis methods, especially linear ordering methods. It is 
the second common level of cluster analysis and regression theory. 

One of the basic conditions for the correctness and the effectiveness of 
regression modelling is the construction of a model for a homogeneous statistical 
population. Only in this type of population, relations among variables under 
consideration will have a statistically unambiguous and stable character. 
Effective methods for obtaining such homogeneous populations are cluster 
analysis methods. Problems of how to single out homogeneous statistical subsets 
is the third field where cluster analysis and regression modelling meet. 

The fourth level is the application of cluster analysis methods for verification 
and interpretation of the results of regression modelling. Indices of taxonomic 
similarity could be applied to the measurement of similarity among structural 
parameters or stochastical structure parameters of the estimated models. 

An alternative name of cluster analysis, more frequently used in so
cio-economic researches in Poland, is numerical taxonomy. We will use ,cluster 
analysis" and ,numerical taxonomy" or simply ,taxonomy" as synonyms in this 
paper. The regression model will be interpreted as an econometric model in this 
paper. Econometric models built with the aid of taxonomic methods are also 
called taxonometric models. 

In the following parts of the paper taxonomic methods of homogenization of 
statistical population, taxonomic procedures of explanatory variable selection, 
methods of synthetic variable construction and taxonomic methods of verifica
tion and interpretation of the results of econometric modelling are discussed. The 
discussion will base both on theoretical results and empirical investigations in 
socio-economic sciences recently published in Poland. 

2. Taxonomic methods of homogenization of a statistical population 

The homogeneity of a statistical population is the basic condition if 
satisfactory results of regression modelling are to be obtained. Such homogeneity 
can be understood as either spatial or time homogeneity. It leads to the 
application of cluster analysis methods for obtaining such homogeneous subsets 
of statistical units. 

The classiCal example of econometric models built for homogeneous spatial 
unit subsets i.e. regions was presented by Podolec and Zaj<~:c, [15]. Grabinski, [3], 
shows how to utilize cluster analysis methods in order to obtain homogeneous 
sets of time intervals. The more general review is done by Pociecha, Podolec, 
Sokolowski and Zaj<~:c, [14]. 

The regression function is equivalent to the approximation function and it is 
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possible to utilize some methods from the approximation theory, see e.g. [6). The 
basic problem of approximation is to define the function which describes the 
relation among the variables considered, based on information from the sample: 

... , (y x1 x2 •.. x ) 
n n n mn 

(1) 

where: 

j = 1, 2, ... , m - numbers of variables, 
i = 1, 2, .. . , n- numbers of observations. 
In stochfistic approximation procedure it is assumed that all functions 

h (X1 X2 •• . X,) are undistinguishable if: 

(2) 

where: 

~ - tolerance (admissible error of approximation), 
Rk - a set of approximated functions (first type of regression), 
Hk - a set of approximating functions (second type of regression). 

The stochastic approximation problem is to find a family of Rk- functions which 
satisfy the relation: 

where: 

1 - r:t. - the likelihood of approximation. 
Relation (3) can be more generally described as: 

(4) 

where: Q - space limited by v1 (X1 X2 •.. X m) and v2 (X1 X2 ••• Xm), and also by 
(a1 a2 ... a,) and (b1 b2 ••• b,). 

In socio-economic research it is difficult to analyse multidimensional 
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distributions and for that reason it is convenient to define the spectrum and trace 
of distribution. The spectrum of distribution is the set of spaces Qa in which for 
a sequence ()(1' oc2 , ••• , OC;, •• • , where Q < OC; < 1, the following relations are 
observed: 

1 - OC; (5) 

and 

(6) 

where: 

( * * * *) Q 0 Y; X;l X;2 000 xim E <X;' 

Q a is a complement of Qa . 
The trace of distribution is defined as: ' 

(7) 

where oc is near 0. 

For the calculation of the distribution trace a distance variable can be utilized, 
see e.g. [16] . Some information about the trace of distribution can also be 
obtained by aplication of cluster analysis methods, [11]. Application of cluster 
analysis methods leads to homogeneous subsets of observations which could be 
understood as a distribution trace. It ought to be of ellipsoidal shape in 
multidimensional space if the regression model is a linear one. For separation of 
an ellipsoidal distribution trace from a set of data, the deviation method 
proposed by Pluta, [11], can be employed. 

In the first stage a set of variables must be divided into two subsets: 
- stimulant variables, 
- destimulant variables. 
Such a variable is recognized as a stimulant variable for which the greater the 
value the higher the position of the object under consideration. Destimulants are 
transformed into stimulants by the formula: 

(8) 

where: yiJ - is i-th observation of j-th variable which is recognized as 
a destimulant. 
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In the next stage the upper and lower ,pole" .of the set of observation is 
defined. Coordinates of the upper and lower pole are maximal and minimal 
values of variables, respectively. 

Then, the initial point of the coordinates is shifted to the lower pole, i.e. xij is 
transformed into u;j according to the formula: · 

(9) 

where: xoj - are coordinates of the lower pole. 
A line through the lower and upper pole is drawn and this is named the axis of 

the set. Deviations of observations from the axis of the set inform us about the 
shape of the distribution trace. Subsequently, perpendicular projections of 
observations on the axis of the set are calculated. The coordinates of these 
projections are: 

(10) 

where: 

(11) 

x;j - coordinates of the upper pole, 

(12) 

Then the measures M* and W* are defined and calculated as follows: 

M* = [(R;- P)(R;- P?J1 i2 (13) 

(14) 

where: P- coordinates of the lower pole, P;- coordinates of the 'real data. 
Values of M* and W* are presented in the diagram, where M is the abscissa 

and W is the ordinate. This graph presents the distribution trace. If it is of an 
ellipsoidal shape a linear regression function can be estimated, if it is not, 
ellipsoidal subsets must be separated by application of isomorphic subset 
procedure proposed by Pluta, [11]. 
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3. Taxonomic selection ' of variables 

The most universal measure of taxonomic similarity among variables is the 
correlation coefficient. Among many taxonomic procedures of selection of 
variables, based on the correlation matrix the method proposed by Pluta, [10], 
has interesting properties. Let: 

R = [rik]; j, k = 1, .,,, m, (15) 

be a correlation matrix among m preliminarily proposed explanatory variables, 

(16) 

be a vector of correlation coefficients between an endogenous vat:iable and the 
proposed explanatory variables. 

In the next stage, correlation coefficients are tested using the following 
statistics: 

r* = [ 
t~ ]1/2 

t~+n-2' 
(17) 

where: 
n - number of observations, 
ta - critical value of the Student's distribution for n-2 degrees of 

freedom at ex level of significance. 

Those variables for which r oJ ::;; r* are eliminated from the vector R
0

, 

The variable for which raJ has the highest value is chosen as the first 
explanatory variable. The following chosen variables are those, which are 
succesively maximally correlated with the endogenous variable and insignifi
cantly correlated with the previously chosen explanatory variables. This method 
has a simple graph interpretation and it can be presented as a symmetric, full and 
not-oriented graph. 

Another method based on the correlation matrix, which also has a graph 
interpretation has been proposed by Bartosiewicz, [1]. On the basis of the 
correlation matrix R a graph G is constructed. The proposed explanatory 
variables are nodes of the graph and significant correlation coeficients between 
variables are arrows of the graph. 

4. Methods of synthetic variable construction 

Problems of aggregation are essential in socio-economic research, especially 
in construction of forecasting models, input-output analysis, operation research 
and cluster analysis. An original method of aggregation in economics, I.e. 
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method of synthetic variable construction has been proposed by Hellwig, [7]. On 
the basis of Hellwig's suggestion many methods of synthetic variable construc
tion have been established. They are based on the following criteria of 
classification of synthetic variables, discussed in more detail in [4]: 

- the way of allowance of stimulant and destimulant variable, 
- the way of defining the point of reference of coordinates, 
- the way of normalization of variables, 
- analytic form of the aggregative function, 
- weighting system of importance of variables. 
Among the methods of construction of synthetic variables there are 

procedures based either only on stimulants or only on destimulants or on both 
types of variables. The reference point of the coordinates used for development 
of socio-economic models could be chosen on the basis of expert's opinions, 
international comparisons and in a statistical way. A hypothetical point with 
maximal observed values of stimulants and minimal observed values for 
destimulants can be adopted as a statistical pattern point. 

There are the following methods .of normalization of variables: 
1) rank method, which changes the observed values into their ranks, 
2) quotient transformations, 
3) standardizations, 
4) unitarizations. 

The following functions can be chosen as aggregative functions: 
A - additive: 

where: 

sCI) 
l 

m 

L IY.j X;j , 
j = 1 

1 m 
n2

1
) = _ '\' , 

0 ' L. rx1 X;J , 
m J=1 

rx1 - weight of variable j , 
x iJ - normalized value of variable j . 

B - multiplicative: 

m 

rr (x;}ri 
j= 1 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 
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(22) 

Most frequently every variable is assumed to carry the same weight. 
Among many possibilities of synthetic variable construction (24 variants are, 

for instance, presented in [4]) two of them are most popular: standardized value 
method and the pattern of development method. A synthetic variable in the 
standardized value method can be defined by the formula: 

(23) 

In the pattern method it can be defined by: 

1/2 

s<ct;) = [2_ I (xij - x~PJ 
m i=l 

(24) 

where: 
x;; - standardized value of xij ' 
xoj - standardized value of the pattern. 

Another approach to . aggregation of ,simple" variables is formation of 
a homogeneous aggregated variable by application of the Hellwig's stochastical 
dependence coefficient. This coefficient was defined by Hellwig, [8], and 
modernized by Czerwinski, [2]. Its properties and possibility of application in 
socio-economic research has been discussed by Pociecha, [12]. The stochastical 
dependence coefficient has been taken by Pociecha, [13], in order to choose the 
optimal vector of explanatory variables. The coefficient is defined by the 
formula : 

where: 

pij = P(X=xi, Y=y); 

Pi = P(X = xJ ; i = 1, .. . , r; 

% = P ( Y = Y); j = 1, .. . , s; 
r - number of rows in the contingency table, 
s - number of columns, 
0 :(; () :(; 1 

(25) 
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For a variable, which is supposed to be an aggregate of m elementary 
variables, the matrix 11 of stochastical dependence can be calculated: 

1'1 = [bk1], k, l = 1, ... ; m (27) 

Any cluster analysis method could be applied for obtaining homogeneous 
subsets of elements of matrix 1'1. Those subsets could be recognized as 
homogeneous aggregative variables. 

5. Similarity analysis of regression models 

In the econometric modelling process a great number of models can be 
constructed. These differ with respect to the analytical form or spatial and time 
scope investigations. In that situation there arises the problem of comparisons of 
econometric analysis results. 
The useful tool of similarity analysis of econometric modelling results is 
application of cluster analysis methods, as proposed by Wydymus, [17, 18]. Let 
X be a three-dimensional matrix: 

where: 
n - number of observations, 
m - number of variables, 
l - number of time units. 

i = 1, ... , n; 
j = 1, ... , m; (28) 
t = 11 ... , l; 

For each object and each variable a trend model can be constructed. If it is 
a linear model: 

(29) 

we obtain a matrix: 

(30) 

which is a matrix of expected initial values of the parameters.Then we. can apply 
any cluster analysis method to obtain homogeneous groups of estimates. In such 
a way we can analyse a matrix: 

(31) 
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The same type of analysis could be done for any nonlinear model as power or 
exponential trend model. 

When for each object a descriptive model is constructed and estimated, it is 
based on cross-section and time series data. Then, matrix of estimates is 
obtained: 

B = [b;1]; i = 1, ... , n; j = 1, ... , m. (32) 

The simplest way of similarity analysis in such a situation is the analysis of signs 
of the estimates. Then, matrix B is changed into matrix: 

and estimates with the same sign are looked for in it. 
Another aproach is to change matrix B into a zero-one matrix: 

where: 
t;1 = 1 when the estimate is statistically significant, 
t;1 = 0 when the estimate is insignificant. 

(33) 

(34) 

Significances could be tested using the Student's t-test. The estimates similar with 
respect to their significance are looked for. 

The same type of methodology can be applied for similarity analysis of 
stochastical structure parameters. It is easy to extend the proposed approach to 
similarity analysis of any other type of econometric models. 
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Metody analizy skupien i modelowanie regresyjne 

W artykule rozwa:i:a si~ zastosowania analizy skupien w procesie budowy modeli regresyjnych. 
Zwr6cono uwag~ na cztery dziedziny potencjalnych zastosowan analizy skupien: I. podzial 
niejednorodnego zbioru obserwacji na podzbiory jednorodne; 2. wyb6r odpowiedniego zbioru 
zmiennych wyjasniaj4cych; 3. tworzenie zmiennych syntetycznych; i 4. analiza podobienstwa 
r6:i:nych regresji. Przedstawiono przegl4d ostatnio opublikowanych prac z literatury polskiej 
przedmiotu, wraz z komentarzami. 
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MeTO,L(bi KJiacTepuoro auaJiuJa u perpeccuouuoe MO)J;eJiupooauue 

B cTaThe paccMaTpHaaeTcll npHMeHeHHe xnacTepHoro aHaJIH3a B npou;ecce pa3pa6oTKH 

perpeCCHOHHhiX MO):IeJieH. 06paru;eHO BHHMaHHe Ha 'leTbipe 06JiaCTH B03MOlKHbiX npHMeHeHHH 

xnacTepHoro aHaJIH3a: 1) pa3,~:~eneHHe Heo,~:~Hopo,~:~Horo MHOJKeCTBa Ha6nw,~:~eHHii Ha o,~:~Hopo,~:~Hhie 

IIO,[IMHOJKeCTBa; 2) Bb!60p COOTBeTCTBYIOID;efO MHOJKeCTBa IIOl!CHliiOmHX rrepeMeHHbiX; 3) 
o6pa30BaHHe CHHTeTH'IeCKHX nepeMeHHhiX; H 4) aHaJIH3 IIO):I06Hl! pa3Hh!X perpeCCHH. IJepe,I:ICTaBJieH 

o63op, BMecTe c KOMMeHTapHliMH, orry6JIHKOBaHHhrx 3a rrocne,~:~Hee apeMll pa6oT B rronhCKOH 

npe,I:IMeTHOH JIHTepaType. 

/ 


